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14 Improved Bully Election Algorithm for Distributed Systems
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Electing a leader is a classical problem in distributed computing system. Synchronization between processes
often requires one process acting as a coordinator. If an elected leader node fails, the other nodes of the system
need to elect another leader without much wasting of time. The bully algorithm is a classical approach for electing
a leader in a synchronous distributed computing system, which is used to determine the process with highest
priority number as the coordinator. In this paper, we have discussed the limitations of Bully algorithm and
proposed a simple and efficient method for the Bully algorithm which reduces the number of messages during the
election. Our analytical simulation shows that, our proposed algorithm is more efficient than the Bully algorithm
with fewer messages passing and fewer stages.

Keywords: Bully Algorithm, Distributed Systems, Leader Election, Synchronization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing is a decentralized and
parallel computing, using two or more computers
communicating over a network to accomplish a
common task. Centralized control in distributed
systems helps to achieve some specific goals such
as mutual exclusion, synchronization, load bal-
ancing, and time scheduling. This type of dis-
tributed system often requires a unique node to
play the role of leader or coordinator of the other
nodes to take care of synchronization. As node
crash failure is very common in distributed sys-
tems. Failure of a leader node requires special
attention and needs extra tasks to elect another
one to act as leader.

The collaborating processes are often identical.
One of the central problems is election of a leader.
Given a network of processes, exactly one process
should take the decision that it is the leader. It is
usually required that all non-leader processes are
informed or involved in the process of the leader
election. A leader election algorithm is one of the
basic activities of distributed systems, as it acts
as a basis for more complex and high level algo-

rithms and applications. An important challenge
in distributed systems is the adoption of suitable
and efficient algorithms for coordinator election.
The main role of an elected coordinator is to man-
age the use of a shared resource in an optimal
manner which in turn maintains the coherency of
the system even during partial failures.

1.1. Motivation

The main drawback of Bully algorithm is more
number of message passing. As it is mentioned
before the message passing has order O(n2) that
increases traffic in network. It also has five stages
to decide the next leader which would waste a lots
of time for the processes to resume their normal
execution. Bully algorithm is a safe way for elec-
tion; however its traffic is relatively high.

1.2. Contribution

In this paper, we have proposed a modified
Bully algorithm which preserves all the advan-
tages of the existing algorithm and at the same
time eliminates the limitations of it by reducing
the number of messages and the the number of
stages to elect the next leader.
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1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 reviews the related work, Section
3 describes the Problem Definition and Methodol-
ogy of Bully algorithm, Modified Bully algorithm
is given in Section 4, Section 5 details the simu-
lation and the comparison of the two algorithms,
Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Effat Parvar M R [1] described novel ap-
proaches towards improving the Bully and Ring
algorithms and also proposed the heap tree mech-
anism for electing the coordinator. The higher
efficiency and better performance with respect
to the existing algorithms was also validated
through simulation.

Sandipan Basu [2] has discussed the limitations
of bully algorithm and proposed a modified al-
gorithm. In the original bully algorithm, when
the leader process is crashed, immediately the
new leader is elected. But, if the old leader pro-
cess comes back, it once again initiates the elec-
tion. The author suggests that there need not be
another election, instead, the old leader process
can accept the new leader process by sending the
new request of who the leader is?, to its neighbor.
In the next round of election, it can try becoming
the leader.

Muhammad Mahbubur Rahman et al., [3] have
also proposed a modified bully election algorithm.
In their paper, they say that the bully algorithm
has O(n2) messages which increases the network
traffic. In the worst case, n number of elections
can occur in the system which again in turn will
yield in a heavy network traffic. They have pro-
posed the same algorithm but with Failure De-
tector, Helper processes to have unique election
with the Election Commission.

Chang-Young Kim et al., [4] have proposed the
election protocol for reconfigurable distributed
systems which again was based on bully elec-
tion algorithm. The actual election is run by
the base stations making the protocol, energy ef-
ficient. The protocol is also independent from
the overall number of mobile hosts and the data

structures required by the algorithm are managed
at the base station, making the protocol scalable
as well.

M S Kordafshari et al., [5] have done a survey
of synchronous bully algorithm and modified it
with an optimal message algorithm and also dis-
cussed the limitations of these algorithms. The
authors have tried to reduce the number of elec-
tions happening in the classical bully algorithm.
The proposed algorithm has only one election at
any point of time, which brings down the number
of messages being exchanged drastically. Sepehri
M et al., [6] have dealt with the distributed leader
election algorithm for a set of processes connected
by a tree network. The authors have proposed a
linear time algorithm using heap structure using
reheap up and reheap down algorithms. They
also have analysed the algorithm and reached a
logarithmic number of message complexity.

Sung Hoon Park [7] has proposed Failure De-
tector which has an overhead module with a spe-
cialised function that detects crash and recovery
of a node in a system. This report can be given to
any process at request. The author modified the
bully algorithm using the failure detector. The
performance of the system goes down because of
the overhead of Failure Detector. Failure Detec-
tor is the centralized component, which leads to
the traditional problems of single point of failure
and bottleneck scenario of single queue access the
resource.

Zargarnataj [8] has developed an algorithm
which is based on Bullys election algorithm with
an additional feature of an assistant to the new
leader. If the present leader node crashes, the as-
sistant leader would become the new leader with-
out any overhead of election. Whenever any pro-
cess realises the absence of the leader, it imme-
diately sends a message to the assistant leader
to alert it. When the assistant leader receives
any such message, it confirms the unavailability
of the leader by timeout message and if it is true,
it broadcasts the leader message to all the pro-
cesses. But the limitation of this algorithm is
that if the assistant leader is also not available
then there is a lot of messages sent and time de-
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lays to invoke the election algorithm once again.

3. BULLY ALGORITHM

Distributed systems require some special capa-
bilities of a good and efficient leader election al-
gorithm, such as leader longevity, low communi-
cation overhead, low complexity in terms of time
and messages, and providing uniqueness to the
elected leader. Several algorithms have been pro-
posed to deal with the leader node failure prob-
lem, and the Bully Algorithm is the classical one
amongst them for electing a leader node in syn-
chronous systems, although this algorithm de-
mands a large number of messages between the
nodes.

Bully algorithm was first presented by Gar-
cia Molina in 1982. The Bully algorithm in dis-
tributed computing system is used for dynami-
cally electing a leader by using the process ID
number. The process with the highest process ID
number is elected as the leader process.

1. Assumptions

(i) Each process has a unique and not null
number to distinguish them and each pro-
cess knows other process number.

(ii) Processes dont know which ones are cur-
rently up and down.

(iii) The entire system is synchronous. Time-
outs are used for deciding process failure.

(iv) Processes can crash even during execution
of algorithm.

(v) Message delivery between processes is reli-
able and time bound.

2. Aim:
The aim of election Algorithm execution is select-
ing one process as leader (Coordinator) that all
processes agree with it. In other words, electing
a process with the highest priority or highest ID
number as a leader or coordinator.
Suppose that the process P finds out the coordi-
nator crashed, P immediately holds an election.
This algorithm has the following steps:

a) Step1:
When a process, P, notices that the coordinator
crashed, it initiates an election algorithm.

(i) P sends an ELECTION message to all pro-
cesses with higher numbers respect to it.

(ii) If no one responses within the time limit, P
wins the election and becomes a coordina-
tor.

b) Step2:
When a process receives an ELECTION message
from one of the processes with a lower number
response to it:

(i) The receiver sends an OK message back to
the sender to indicate that it is alive and
will take over.

(ii) The receiver holds an election, unless it is
already holding one.

(iii) Finally, all processes give up except one
that is the new coordinator.

(iv) The new coordinator announces its victory
by sending a message to all processes telling
them, it is the new coordinator.

c) Step3:
Immediately after the process with higher num-
ber compare to coordinator is up, bully algorithm
is run.

Figure 1 explains the steps involved in the
Bully election algorithm.

(i) Process 4 holds an election

(ii) Process 5 and 6 respond, telling 4 to stop

(iii) Now 5 and 6 each hold an election individ-
ually leading to two simultaneous elections.

(iv) Process 6 tells 5 to stop by sending OK to
it.

(v) Process 6 wins the election because no
higher processes responded to it and it in-
forms all the processes that it is the Coor-
dinator from now on.
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Figure 1. Bully Algorithm.
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3.1. Advantages and limitations.

The advantages of Bully algorithm are that this
algorithm is a distributed method with simple im-
plementation [9][10][11]. This method requires at
most five stages, and the probability of detecting
a crashed process during the execution of algo-
rithm is lowered in contrast to other algorithms.
Therefore other algorithms impose heavy traffic
in the network in contrast to Bully algorithm [12].
Another advantage of this algorithm is that only
the processes with higher priority number respect
to the priority number of process that detects the
crash coordinator will be involved in election, not
all process are involved. However the two ma-
jor limitations of Bully algorithm are the number
of stages to decide the new leader and the huge
number of messages exchanged due to the broad-
casting of election and OK messages [13].

4. MODIFIED BULLY ALGORITHM

Generally, in fault-tolerant distributed systems
the leader node has to perform some specific con-
trolling tasks and this node is well known to
the other nodes. This node does not necessarily
possess any extra processing feature to become
elected, but having the highest process-ID. Elec-
tion algorithms need a special mechanism to elect
the leader. After crash failure of the leader node,
it is urgently needed to reorganize the existing
active nodes to call for an election and to elect a
leader in order to continue the operation of the
entire system.

4.1. Modified Bully Algorithm Details

1. Assumption
Besides having all the assumptions of the existing
algorithm, we assume

(i) All processes hold an election flag, if this
flag is true election cannot be initiated by
any process.

(ii) All processes have a variable to store coor-
dinator information.

a) Step1
Initially all election flag are set to false. When a
process, P, notices that the coordinator crashed,
it initiates an election algorithm.

(i) P sends an ELECTION message to all pro-
cesses.

(ii) All processes set their election flag to true,
so that none of the process can start

(iii) Coordinator variable reset to zero.

(iv) If no one responses, P wins the election and
becomes a coordinator.

b) Step2
When a process receives an ELECTION message
from one of the processes with lower numbered
response to it:

(i) The receiver sends an OK message back to
the sender to indicate that it is alive and
will take over.

(ii) The sender P extracts process ID of receiver
and store it in coordinator variable. Only
IDs greater than the stored ID can override
the coordinator ID variable value.

(iii) Finally, all processes responded and higher
process ID among them is stored in coordi-
nator variable.

(iv) The sender P collects coordinator ID from
variable and informed him (coordinator
process ID) that he is coordinator.

(v) The elected coordinator process cross check
with his higher processes, if any higher pro-
cess is alive he will take over, else currently
elected process will be coordinator.

(vi) The new coordinator announces its victory
by sending a message to all processes telling
them, it is the new coordinator.

(vii) All processes set the coordinator ID in co-
ordinator variable and reset election flag to
false.

c) Step3
Immediately after the process with higher number
compare to coordinator is up, bully algorithm is
run.

Figure 2 shows the steps involved in Modified
Bully Election Algorithm.
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Figure 2. Modified Bully Algorithm.

(i) Process 4 holds an election

(ii) Process 5 and 6 respond, informing 4 about
their presence in the system by OK mes-
sage.

(iii) Processes 4 informs 6 to become coordina-
tor.

(iv) Process 6 checks with process 7 if it is come
back.

(v) Since no reply from process 7, process 6
wins and broadcasts the Coordinator Mes-
sage to all the processes.

4.2. Advantages

Modified Bully algorithm is having all advan-
tages of Bully algorithm. The additional advan-
tages of modified Bully algorithm are that this
algorithm is a very simple, having fail-safe mech-
anism, no parallel election, and reduced number
of messages.

4.3. Limitations

How long the election initiator should wait to
get response from all higher processes. If we
keep a timer then the limitation could be the
timeout value. Higher timeout will raise per-
formance issue and lower timeout may miss re-
sponses from higher processes due to busy net-
work traffic. However failsafe mechanism will be
very helpful in this case.

5. SIMULATION AND COMPARISION

5.1. Election Algorithm Simulator

We used a GUI based simulator for simulat-
ing election algorithm. This simulator was capa-
ble of creating process node, creating distributed
process network, message passing and electing the
coordinator. The simulator is enhanced with GUI
capability, allowing users to save and load the
distributed network, display messages, selecting
start node (green) and recognizing coordinator
node by changing the color (red).
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Figure 3. Simulation Log1

Figure 4. Simulation Log2
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Figure 5. Bully Algorithm Simulation

5.2. Bully Algorithm Simulation

(i) Simulation Setup:
Started with 10 process nodes participating
in election. Node 4 started election.

(ii) Bully Simulation Logs

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the the Simulation
logs of Bully Algorithm. Figure 5 represents the
simulation of Bully algorithm in which Figure
5(a) and Figure 5(b) shows that, process ID 4
identifies the absence of the leader and initiates
the election by sending the election message to
its higher ups namely to processes 5, 6,. . . , 10.
All these processes in turn start their own elec-
tion and concludes the election by the coordinator
message where process ID 10 is the new leader.
These activities are depicted in Figure 5(c) and
Figure 5(d).

5.3. Modified Bully Algorithm Simulation

(i) Simulation Setup:
Started with 10 process nodes participating
in election. Node 4 started election.

(ii) Modified Bully Simulation Logs

The Figure 6 shows the Simulation logs of
the Modified Bully Algorithm.The simulation of
Bully algorithm is represented Figure 7, where
Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) show that, process
ID 4 identifies the absence of the leader and initi-
ates the election by sending the election message
to its higher ups namely to processes 5, 6, . . . , 10.
Unlike the Bully algorithm, all these processes re-
ply to the initiator process 4 instead of starting
their own election. In Figure 7c) and Figure 7(d)
show that process 4 decides the new coordina-
tor (which is 10 in our simulation) and informs
process 10 to take over and the election gets con-
cluded by the broadcast of coordinator message
where process ID 10 is the new leader.

5.4. Message Comparison

Table 1 shows the comparison for both algo-
rithms. In this table we represented the message
growth following by corresponding number of pro-
cesses in the distributed network. Table 1 shows
that numbers of messages are increasing drasti-
cally in the Bully algorithm compare to the mod-
ified Bully algorithm.
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Figure 6. Modified Bully Algorithm Simulation Logs

Figure 7. Modified Bully Algorithm Simulation
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Table 1
Message Comparison of Bully and Modified Bully
Algorithms

Messages

Processes Bully Algorithm Modified

Bully Algorithm

5 24 13

10 99 28

15 224 43

20 399 58

25 624 73

Figure 8 shows a comparison graph where both
Bully and modified Bully are highlighted in differ-
ent colors. Graph presents the comparison where
number of nodes represented by horizontal axis
and number of messages represented by vertical
axis. Graph shows that Bully is having curve
shape that describe O(n2) and modified Bully al-
gorithm is having linear growth described by a
straight line or O(n).

5.5. Simulation Result

Our simulation result shows that modified elec-
tion algorithm is more efficient as it reduces the
number of messages, also avoided any parallel
election process. The comparative results are well
explained by simulation logs, comparison graph
and table.

5.6. Analytical Comparision

If only one process detects crashed coordinator
N : The number of processes
P : The priority number of processes that find out
the crashed coordinator
Tm: The number of messages passing between
processes when the Pth member detects the
crashed Coordinator.
In Bully Modified algorithm the number of mas-
sages passing between processes for performing
election is obtained from the following formula:

Tm = 2 ∗ (N − P ) +N (1)

Which has Order O(n). In the worst case that
is P = 1 (process with lowest priority number
finds out crashed coordinator):

T1 = 2 ∗ (N − 1) + 1 = 3N − 1 (2)

Whereas the number of massage passing between
processes in the Bully algorithm for performing
election is obtained from the following formula:

Tm = (N − P + 1)(N − P ) +N − 1 (3)

In the worst case that is P= 1 (process with low-
est priority number detects crashed coordinator):

T1 = N2 − 1 (4)

Which has Order O(n2). Number of messages in
proposed Bully algorithm will be equal to 3n -1
that obviously means this modified algorithm is
better than bully algorithm. Now assume that
the set of processes in S= {P1, P2, P3, ..., Pn}
from processes find out the crashed coordinator
concurrently (P1 is the lowest process).
In Bully algorithm, considering worst case and

assuming lowest process start election, then:

(i) Total number of election message sent to set
(S) of n processes ({P1, P2, P3, , Pn}) are
(n - 1).

(ii) Total response message received by P1 is (n
- 1).

(iii) Now P2 will send election message to n - 2
processes.

(iv) Total response message received by P2 is (n
- 2).

(v) Similarly for P3, P4 and Pn.

(vi) Finally Pn informing to every process by
sending coordinator message is again (n -
1) message.

The number of message passing between
processes for performing election is ob-
tained from the following formula:

Tm = (n - 1) + (n - 2) + (n - 3) + . . . + (n
- n - 3) + (n - n - 2) + (n + n - 1) + (n -
1)

Simplifying the above formula, we get

Tm = n(n+ 1)/2 (5)

which is of O(n2).
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Figure 8. Number of Messages used During the Election

In our modified algorithm, considering
worst case and assuming lowest process
start election, then:

(i) Total number of election message sent to set
(S) of n processes ({P1, P2, P3, . . . , Pn})
are (n - 1).

(ii) Total response message received is (n - 1).

(iii) Informing to coordinator and coordinator
to check with past coordinator involve two
messages, and

(iv) Finally informing to every process by send-
ing coordinator message is again (n - 1)
message.

The number of message passing between pro-
cesses for performing election is obtained from the
following formula:
Tm = (n -1) + (n - 1) + 1 + 1 + (n - 1), or

Tm = 3n− 1 or 3n (6)

which is of O(n).

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed the drawbacks of
Bully algorithm and then we presented an opti-
mized method for the Bully algorithm called mod-
ified bully algorithm. Modified Bully algorithm
shows improved performance than the Bully al-
gorithm. The additional advantages of modified
Bully algorithm are that this algorithm is a very
simple, having fail-safe mechanism, no parallel
election, and reduced number of messages.

Our analytical simulation shows that our algo-
rithm is more efficient rather than the Bully al-
gorithm, in both number of message passing and
the number of stages, and when only one process
runs the algorithm message passing complexity
decreased from O(n2) to O(n). In this analysis
we consider the worst case in modified algorithm.
Result of this analysis clearly shows that modi-
fied algorithm is better than bully algorithm with
fewer message passing and the fewer stages.
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Electing a leader is a classical problem in distributed computing system. Synchronization between processes

often requires one process acting as a coordinator. If an elected leader node fails, the other nodes of the system

need to elect another leader without much wasting of time. The bully algorithm is a classical approach for electing

a leader in a synchronous distributed computing system, which is used to determine the process with highest

priority number as the coordinator. In this paper, we have discussed the limitations of Bully algorithm and

proposed a simple and efficient method for the Bully algorithm which reduces the number of messages during the

election. Our analytical simulation shows that, our proposed algorithm is more efficient than the Bully algorithm

with fewer messages passing and fewer stages.

Keywords : Leader Election; Distributed Systems; Bully algorithm; Synchronization; distributed systems;

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing is a decentralized and
parallel computing, using two or more computers
communicating over a network to accomplish a
common task. Centralized control in distributed
systems helps to achieve some specific goals such
as mutual exclusion, synchronization, load bal-
ancing, and time scheduling. This type of dis-
tributed system often requires a unique node to
play the role of leader or coordinator of the other
nodes to take care of synchronization. As node
crash failure is very common in distributed sys-
tems, failure of a leader node requires special at-
tention and needs extra tasks to elect another one
to act as leader.
The collaborating processes are often identical.
One of the central problems is election of a leader.
Given a network of processes, exactly one process
should take the decision that it is the leader. It is
usually required that all non-leader processes are
informed or involved in the process of the leader

election. A leader election algorithm is one of the
basic activities of distributed systems, as it acts
as a basis for more complex and high level algo-
rithms and applications. An important challenge
in distributed systems is the adoption of suitable
and efficient algorithms for coordinator election.
The main role of an elected coordinator is to man-
age the use of a shared resource in an optimal
manner which in turn maintains the coherency of
the system even during partial failures.

1.1. Motivation

The main drawback of Bully algorithm is the
high number of message passing. As it is men-
tioned before the message passing has order O(n2)
that increases traffic in network. It also has
five stages to decide the next leader which would
waste lots of time for the processes to resume their
normal execution. Bully algorithm is a safe way
for election; however its traffic is relatively high.

1
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1.2. Contribution

In this paper, we have proposed a modified
Bully algorithm which preserves all the advan-
tages of the existing algorithm and at the same
time eliminates the limitations of it by reducing
the number of messages and the the number of
stages to elect the next leader.

1.3. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 reviews the related work; Section
3 describes the Problem Definition and Methodol-
ogy of Bully algorithm; Modified Bully algorithm
is given in Section 4; Section 5 details the simu-
lation and the comparison of the two algorithms;
Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. LiteratureSurvey

Effat Parvar, M.R.[1] described novel ap-
proaches towards improving the Bully and Ring
algorithms and also proposed the heap tree mech-
anism for electing the coordinator. The higher
efficiency and better performance with respect
to the existing algorithms was also validated
through simulation.
Sandipan Basu [2] has discussed the limitations
of bully algorithm and proposed a modified al-
gorithm. In the original bully algorithm, when
the leader process is crashed, immediately the
new leader is elected. But, if the old leader pro-
cess comes back, it once again initiates the elec-
tion. The author suggests that there need not be
another election, instead, the old leader process
can accept the new leader process by sending the
new request of who the leader is?, to its neighbor.
In the next round of election, it can try becoming
the leader.

Muhammad Mahbubur Rahman et al., [3] have
also proposed a modified bully election algorithm.
In their paper , they say that the bully algorithm
has O(n2) messages which increases the network
traffic. In the worst case, there will be n num-
ber of elections can occur in the system which
again in turn will yield in a heavy network traf-
fic. They have proposed the same algorithm but
with Failure Detector, Helper processes to have
unique election with the Election Commission.

Chang-Young Kim et al., [4] have proposed the
election protocol for reconfigurable distributed
systems which agai n was based on bully election
algorithm. The actual election is run by the base
stations making the protocol, energy efficien t.
The protocol is also independent from the over-
all number of mobile hosts and the data struc-
tures required by the algorithm are managed at
the base station, making the protocol scalable as
well.
M S Kordafshari et al., [5] have done a survey
of synchronous bully algorithm and modified it
with an optimal message algorithm and also dis-
cussed the limitations of these algorithms. The
authors have tried to reduce the number of elec-
tions happening in the classical bully algorithm.
The proposed algorithm has only one election at
any point of time, which brings down the number
of messages being exchanged drastically. Sepehri
M et al., [6] have dealt with the distributed leader
election algorithm for a set of processes connected
by a tree network. The authors have proposed a
linear time algorithm using heap structure using
reheap up and reheap down algorithms. They
also have analysed the algorithm and reached a
logarithmic number of message complexity.
Sung Hoon Park [7] has proposed Failure De-

tector which has an overhead module with a spe-
cialised function that detects crash and recovery
of a node in a system. This report can be given to
any process at request. The author modified the
bully algorithm using the failure detector. The
performance of the system goes down because of
the overhead of Failure Detector. Failure Detec-
tor is the centralized component, which leads to
the traditional problems of single point of failure
and bottleneck scenario of single queue access the
resource.
Zargarnataj [8] has developed an algorithm which
is based on Bullys election algorithm with an ad-
ditional feature of an assistant to the new leader.
If the present leader node crashes, the assistant
leader would become the new leader without any
overhead of election. Whenever any process re-
alises the absence of the leader, it immediately
sends a message to the assistant leader to alert it.
When the assistant leader receives any such mes-
sage, it confirms the unavailability of the leader
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by timeout message and if it is true, it broadcasts
the leader message to all the processes. But the
limitation of this algorithm is that if the assis-
tant leader is also not available then there is lot
of messages sent and time delays to invoke the
election algorithm once again.

3. Bully Algorithm

Distributed systems require some special ca-
pabilities of a good and efficient leader election
algorithm, such as leader longevity, low commu-
nication overhead, low complexity in terms of
time and messages, and providing uniqueness to
the elected leader. Several algorithms have been
proposed to deal with the leader node failure
problem, and the Bully Algorithm is the classical
one amongst them for electing a leader node in
synchronous systems, although this algorithm
demands a large number of messages between the
nodes.
Bully algorithm was first presented by Garcia
Molina in 1982. The Bully algorithm in dis-
tributed computing system is used for dynami-
cally electing a leader by using the process ID
number. The process with the highest process ID
number is elected as the leader process.

1. Assumption

(i) Each process has a unique and not null
number to distinguish them and each pro-
cess knows other process number.

(ii) Processes dont know which ones are cur-
rently up and down.

(iii) The entire system is synchronous. Time-
outs are used for deciding process failure.

(iv) Processes can crash even during execution
of algorithm.

(v) Message delivery between processes is reli-
able and time bound.

2. Aim:
The aim of election Algorithm execution is select-
ing one process as leader (Coordinator) that all
processes agree with it. In other words, electing

a process with the highest priority or highest ID
number as a leader or coordinator.
Suppose that the process P finds out the coordi-
nator crashed, P immediately holds an election.
This algorithm has the following steps:
a) Step1:
When a process, P, notices that the coordinator
crashed, it initiates an election algorithm.

(i) P sends an ELECTION message to all pro-
cesses with higher numbers respect to it.

(ii) If no one responses within the time limit, P
wins the election and becomes a coordina-
tor.

b) Step2:
When a process receives an ELECTION message
from one of the processes with a lower number
response to it:

(i) The receiver sends an OK message back to
the sender to indicate that it is alive and
will take over.

(ii) The receiver holds an election, unless it is
already holding one.

(iii) Finally, all processes give up except one
that is the new coordinator.

(iv) The new coordinator announces its victory
by sending a message to all processes telling
them, it is the new coordinator.

c) Step3:
Immediately after the process with higher number
compare to coordinator is up, bully algorithm is
run.

Figure 1. explains the steps involved in the
Bully election algorithm.

(i) Process 4 holds an election

(ii) Process 5 and 6 respond, telling 4 to stop

(iii) Now 5 and 6 each hold an election individ-
ually leading to two simultaneous elections.

(iv) Process 6 tells 5 to stop by sending OK to
it.
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Figure 1. Bully Algorithm.

(v) Process 6 wins the election because no
higher processes responded to it and it in-
forms all the processes that it is the Coor-
dinator from now on.

3.1. Advantages and limitations.

The advantages of Bully algorithm are that this
algorithm is a distributed method with simple im-
plementation. [9][10][11]. This method requires
at most five stages, and the probability of detect-
ing a crashed process during the execution of algo-
rithm is lowered in contrast to other algorithms.
Therefore other algorithms impose heavy traffic
in the network in contrast to Bully algorithm[12].
Another advantage of this algorithm is that only
the processes with higher priority number respect
to the priority number of process that detects the
crash coordinator will be involved in election, not
all process are involved. . However the two ma-
jor limitations of Bully algorithm are the number
of stages to decide the new leader and the huge
number of messages exchanged due to the broad-
casting of election and OK messages[13].

4. Modified Bully Algorithm

Generally, in fault-tolerant distributed systems
the leader node has to perform some specific con-
trolling tasks and this node is well known to
the other nodes. This node does not necessarily
possess any extra processing feature to become
elected, but having the highest process-ID. Elec-
tion algorithms need a special mechanism to elect
the leader. After crash failure of the leader node,
it is urgently needed to reorganize the existing
active nodes to call for an election and to elect a
leader in order to continue the operation of the
entire system.

4.1. Modified Bully Algorithm Details

1. Assumption
Besides having all the assumptions of the existing
algorithm, we assume

(i) All processes hold an election flag, if this
flag is true election cannot be initiated by
any process.

(ii) All processes have a variable to store coor-
dinator information.

a) Step1
Initially all election flag are set to false. When a
process, P, notices that the coordinator crashed,
it initiates an election algorithm.

(i) P sends an ELECTION message to all pro-
cesses.

(ii) All processes set their election flag to true,
so that none of the process can start

(iii) Coordinator variable reset to zero.

(iv) If no one responses, P wins the election and
becomes a coordinator.

b) Step2
When a process receives an ELECTION message
from one of the processes with lower numbered
response to it:

(i) The receiver sends an OK message back to
the sender to indicate that it is alive and
will take over.
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Figure 2. Modified Bully Algorithm.

(ii) The sender P extracts process ID of receiver
and store it in coordinator variable. Only
IDs greater than the stored ID can override
the coordinator ID variable value.

(iii) Finally, all processes responded and higher
process ID among them is stored in coordi-
nator variable.

(iv) The sender P collects coordinator ID from
variable and informed him (coordinator
process ID) that he is coordinator.

(v) The elected coordinator process cross check
with his higher processes, if any higher pro-
cess is alive he will take over, else currently
elected process will be coordinator.

(vi) The new coordinator announces its victory
by sending a message to all processes telling
them, it is the new coordinator.

(vii) All processes set the coordinator ID in co-
ordinator variable and reset election flag to
false.

c) Step3
Immediately after the process with higher number
compare to coordinator is up, bully algorithm is
run.

Figure 2. shows the steps involved in Modified
Bully Election Algorithm.

(i) Process 4 holds an election

(ii) Process 5 and 6 respond, informing 4 about
their presence in the system by OK mes-
sage.

(iii) Processes 4 informs 6 to become coordina-
tor.

(iv) Process 6 checks with process 7 if it is come
back.

(v) Since no reply from process 7, process 6
wins and broadcasts the Coordinator Mes-
sage to all the processes.

4.2. Advantages

Modified Bully algorithm is having all advan-
tages of Bully algorithm. The additional advan-
tages of modified Bully algorithm are that this
algorithm is a very simple, having fail-safe mech-
anism, no parallel election, and reduced number
of messages.

4.3. Limitations

How long the election initiator should wait to
get response from all higher processes. If we
keep a timer then the limitation could be the
timeout value. Higher timeout will raise per-
formance issue and lower timeout may miss re-
sponses from higher processes due to busy net-
work traffic. However failsafe mechanism will be
very helpful in this case.

5. Simulation and Comparision

5.0.1. Election Algorithm Simulator

We used a GUI based simulator for simulat-
ing election algorithm. This simulator was capa-
ble of creating process node, creating distributed
process network, message passing and electing the
coordinator. The simulator is enhanced with GUI
capability, allowing users to save and load the
distributed network, display messages, selecting
start node (green) and recognizing coordinator
node by changing the color (red).
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Figure 3. Simulation Log1

Figure 4. Simulation Log2

5.0.2. Bully Algorithm Simulation

(i) Simulation Setup:
Started with 10 process nodes participating
in election.Node 4 started election.

(ii) Bully Simulation Logs

Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the the Simulation
logs of Bully Algorithm. Figure 5 represents the
simulation of Bully algorithm in which Figure
5.(a) and Figure 5.(b) shows that, process ID
4 identifies the absence of the leader and initi-
ates the election by sending the election message
to its higher ups namely to processes 5, 6, , 10.
All these processes in turn start their own elec-
tion and concludes the election by the coordinator
message where process ID 10 is the new leader.
These activities are depicted in Figure 5.(c) and
Figure 5.(d).

5.1. Modified Bully Algorithm Simulation

(i) Simulation Setup:
Started with 10 process nodes participating
in election.Node 4 started election.

(ii) Modified Bully Simulation Logs

The Figure 6 shows the Simulation logs of
the Modified Bully Algorithm.The simulation of
Bully algorithm is represented Figure 7, where
Figure 7. (a) and Figure 7. (b) show that, pro-
cess ID 4 identifies the absence of the leader and
initiates the election by sending the election mes-
sage to its higher ups namely to processes 5, 6,
, 10. Unlike the Bully algorithm, all these pro-
cesses reply to the initiator process 4 instead of
starting their own election. in Fig.ure 7. (c) and
Figure 7. (d) show that process 4 decides the new
coordinator (which is 10 in our simulation) and
informs process 10 to take over and the election
gets concluded by the broadcast of coordinator
message where process ID 10 is the new leader.

5.2. Message Comparison

Table 1 shows the comparison for both algo-
rithms. In this table we represented the mes-
sage growth following by corresponding number
of processes in the distributed network. Table
shows that numbers of messages are increasing
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Figure 6. Modified Bully Algorithm Sim-
ulation Logs

Figure 7. Modified Bully Algorithm Sim-
ulation

Table 1
Message Comparison of Bully and Modified Bully
Algorithms

Messages

ProcessesBully AlgorithmModified Bully Algorithm

5 24 13

10 99 28

15 224 43

20 399 58

25 624 73

drastically in the Bully algorithm compare to the
modified Bully algorithm.
Figure 8. shows a comparison graph where

both Bully and modified Bully are highlighted in
different colors. Graph presents the comparison
where number of nodes represented by horizontal
axis and number of messages represented by ver-
tical axis. Graph shows that Bully is having curve
shape that describe O(n2) and modified Bully al-
gorithm is having linear growth described by a
straight line or O(n).

5.3. Simulation Result

Our simulation result shows that modified elec-
tion algorithm is more efficient as it reduces the
number of messages, also avoided any parallel
election process. The comparative results are well
explained by simulation logs, comparison graph
and table.

5.4. Analytical Comparision

If only one process detects crashed coordinator
N: The number of processes
P: The priority number of processes that find out
the crashed coordinator
Tm: The number of messages passing between
processes when the Pth member detects the
crashed Coordinator.
In Bully Modified algorithm the number of mas-
sages passing between processes for performing
election is obtained from the following formula:

Tm = 2 ∗ (N − P ) +N (1)

Which has Order O(n). In the worst case that
is P = 1 (process with lowest priority number
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Figure 8. Number of messages used during the
election

finds out crashed coordinator):

T1 = 2 ∗ (N − 1) + 1 = 3N − 1 (2)

Whereas the number of massage passing between
processes in the Bully algorithm for performing
election is obtained from the following formula:

Tm = (N − P + 1)(N − P ) +N − 1 (3)

In the worst case that is P = 1 (process with low-
est priority number detects crashed coordinator):

T1 = N2 − 1 (4)

Which has Order O(n2). Number of messages
in proposed bully algorithm will be equal to 3n
1 that obviously means this modified algorithm
is better than bully algorithm. Now assume that
the set of processes in S = P1, P2, P3, ... Pn
from processes find out the crashed coordinator
concurrently (P1 is the lowest process).

In Bully algorithm, considering worst case and
assuming lowest process start election, then:

(i) Total number of election message sent to set
(S) of n processes (P1, P2, P3, , , Pn) are
(n - 1).

(ii) Total response message received by P1 is (n
- 1).

(iii) Now P2 will send election message to n - 2
processes.

(iv) Total response message received by P2 is (n
- 2).

(v) Similarly for P3, P4 and Pn.

(vi) Finally Pn informing to every process by
sending coordinator message is again (n -
1) message.

The number of message passing between
processes for performing election is ob-
tained from the following formula:

Tm = (n - 1) + (n - 2) + (n - 3) + + (n -
n - 3) + (n - n - 2) + (n + n - 1) + (n - 1)

Simplifying the above formula, we get

Tm = n(n+ 1)/2 (5)

which is of O(n2).

In our modified algorithm, considering
worst case and assuming lowest process
start election, then:

(i) Total number of election message sent to set
(S) of n processes (P1, P2, P3, , , Pn) are
(n - 1).

(ii) Total response message received is (n - 1).

(iii) Informing to coordinator and coordinator
to check with past coordinator involve two
messages, and

(iv) Finally informing to every process by send-
ing coordinator message is again (n - 1) mes-
sage.

The number of message passing between pro-
cesses for performing election is obtained from the
following formula:

Tm = (n−1)+(n−1)+1+1+(n−1), orTm = 3n−1or3n(6)

which is of O(n).
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we discussed the drawbacks of
Bully algorithm and then we presented an op-
timized method for the Bully algorithm called
modified bully algorithm. Modified Bully al-
gorithm shows improved performance than the
Bully algorithm. The additional advantages of
modified Bully algorithm are that this algorithm
is a very simple, having fail-safe mechanism, no
parallel election, and reduced number of mes-
sages.

Our analytical simulation shows that our algo-
rithm is more efficient rather than the Bully al-
gorithm, in both number of message passing and
the number of stages, and when only one process
runs the algorithm message passing complexity
decreased from O(2) to O(n). In this analysis
we consider the worst case in modified algorithm.
Result of this analysis clearly shows that modi-
fied algorithm is better than bully algorithm with
fewer message passing and the fewer stages.
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